Tennis Match Results
Campbell vs N.C. Central
02/18/17 at Durham, N.C.
(NCCU Tennis Courts)

Campbell 5, N.C. Central 2

**Singles competition**
1. ANDRIVOT, Alexandra (CAM-W) def. CNOSEN,Frida (NCCU) 6-1, 6-3
2. CUTURA, Lea (CAM-W) def. ROGERS, Jamie (NCCU) 6-7 (6-8), 6-3, 6-2
3. GABRIEL, Jasmine (NCCU) def. NICOARA, Alexandra (CAM-W) 7-5, 6-3
4. ROUSTAN, Pauline (CAM-W) def. COVER, Lynsey (NCCU) 6-3, 6-2
5. ASANIN, Nina (CAM-W) def. JEREMIC, Tamara (NCCU) 6-2, 6-1
6. PENA, Emily (NCCU) def. BOADA, Isabel (CAM-W) 3-6, 2-1, retired

**Doubles competition**
1. ANDRIVOT, Alexandra/BOADA, Isabel (CAM-W) def. CNOSEN, Frida/ROGERS, Jamie (NCCU) 6-4
2. GABRIEL, Jasmine/Cover, Lynsey (NCCU) vs. NICOARA, Alexandra/ROUSTAN, Pauline (CAM-W) 5-5, unfinished
3. CUTURA, Lea/ASANIN, Nina (CAM-W) def. JEREMIC, Tamara/PENA, Emily (NCCU) 6-2

Match Notes:
Campbell 3-5
N.C. Central 0-6
T-3:25 A-20